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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Abstraction 

The field of knowledge discovery and data mining emerged in the recent past as a 

result of the dramatic evolution of the technology for information storage, access, and 

analysis. Data mining deals with the problem of discovering unknown patterns from 

data. Business organizations now place increased emphasis on data mining since 

knowledge plays as a key resource in strategic decision making to guide commercial 

behaviors.  

Distributed data mining (DDM) is a result of further evolution of the data mining 

technology. DDM embraces the growing trend of merging computation with 

communication. DDM accepts the fact that data may be inherently distributed among 

different loosely coupled sites connected by a network and the sites may have 

heterogeneous data. It offers techniques to discover new knowledge through distributed 

data analysis and modeling using minimal communication of data.  

The Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) have provided a platform where 

organizations conduct commercial transactions. This was the transformation that led to 

the onset of electronic commerce (e-commerce). It was the new medium that brought 

with it the opportunity and ability for doing businesses in a global marketplace. 

Recently, the rapid strides in research and development in e-commerce are triggering 

the emergence of the next evolutionary phase, namely, e-service [1]. While e-commerce 
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phase was characterized by “Business-to-Consumer” (B2C) transactions, the current 

focus of e-services is on a “Business-to-Business” (B2B) model [2]. This model 

envisages the Internet and WWW evolving from a global arena for selling goods to a 

virtual marketplace of services, particularly where businesses and organizations conduct 

their transactions via the Internet [16].  

Today, the goods that are able to be transacted in an e-services modeled (B2B) 

virtual marketplace are not restricted in real entities such as electronics, furniture, or 

tickets. They can also be resources such as software, computation abilities, or useful 

datasets. These resources are potentially able to be sold or rented to clients as e-services. 

Data mining in conjunction with other business intelligence applications is emerging as 

intuitively suitable for being delivered as such an e-service [3], mainly because of the 

fact that several small to medium range businesses are constrained by the high cost of 

setting up and maintaining infrastructure of support technologies and software required 

for business intelligence.  

To efficiently and effectively deliver data mining as an e-service in the World 

Wide Web, Web service technologies are introduced to provide a layer of abstraction 

above existing software systems. Unlike existing distributed computing systems, Web 

services are adapted to the Web. The default network protocol is HTTP. With Web 

services, the communication protocol among e-service agents and service providers is 

already there, World Wide Web. Web services work at a level of abstraction that is 

capable of bridging any operating system, hardware platform, or programming language, 

just as the Web is [10]. 
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Data mining e-service model requires interactions between clients and e-service 

agents, as well as between e-service agents and e-service providers. These interactions 

need to be implemented in a reliable, stable, and scalable way. Java 2 Enterprise Edition 

(J2EE) provides APIs and design patterns to design sound architectures and result in 

quality web-based applications, which makes the Internet-based data mining e-service 

feasible. 

This thesis investigates the delivery of Internet based data mining e-services and 

proposes an architecture supported by Web services and J2EE technologies to address 

the specific infrastructure requirements imposed on data mining systems by e-services 

domain.  

This chapter is organized as follows. After introducing the data mining e-service 

in section 1.2, we provide the motivation and objects of the research presented in this 

thesis in section 1.3. This is followed in section 1.4 by the scope and contributions in 

this research. Finally, section 1.5 describes the structure of this thesis.  

 

1.2 Data Mining E-service 

1.2.1 Data Mining Overview 

Generally, data mining (sometimes called knowledge discovery) is the process of 

analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information, 

which can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining software is one 

of a number of analytical tools for analyzing data. It allows users to analyze data from 

many different dimensions or angles, categorize it, and summarize the relationships 
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identified. Technically, data mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns 

among dozens of fields in large relational databases. And To understand data mining, 

we need to understand three key concepts in this field: Data, Information, and 

Knowledge. 

Data are any facts, numbers, or text that can be processed by a computer. Today, 

organizations are accumulating vast and growing amounts of data in different formats 

and different databases. This includes: 

��Operational or transactional data such as, sales, cost, inventory, payroll, and 

accounting 

��Non-operational data, such as industry sales, forecast data, and macro 

economic data  

��Meta data - data about the data itself, such as logical database design or data 

dictionary definitions  

Information contains the patterns, associations, or relationships among all these 

data. For example, analysis of retail point of sale transaction data can yield information 

on which products are selling and when. 

Information can be converted into knowledge about historical patterns and future 

trends. For example, summary information on retail supermarket sales can be analyzed 

in light of promotional efforts to provide knowledge of consumer buying behavior. Thus, 

a manufacturer or retailer could determine which items are most susceptible to 

promotional efforts 
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Data mining is primarily used today by financial, communication, and marketing 

organizations and companies with strong consumer-focus retails. It enables these 

companies and organizations to determine relationships among internal factors such as 

price, product positioning, or staff skills, and external factors such as economic 

indicators, competition, and customer demographics. And, it enables them to determine 

the impact on sales, customer satisfaction, and corporate profits. Finally, it enables them 

to drill down into summary information to view detail transactional data.  

With data mining, a retailer could use point-of-sale records of customer purchases 

to send targeted promotions based on an individual’s purchase history. By mining 

demographic data from comment or warranty cards, the retailer could develop products 

and promotions to appeal to specific customer segments. For example, Blockbuster 

Entertainment mines its video rental history database to recommend rentals to individual 

customers. American Express can suggest products to its cardholders based on analysis 

of their monthly expenditures.  

 

1.2.2 E-service Concepts and Architecture 

E-service represents the next evolutionary step in e-commerce, namely, the 

transformation of the Internet from a marketplace of goods to a marketplace of services 

[1]. In the section, we present an overview of e-services with a focus on environments 

that facilitate the establishment of the e-services vision.  
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According to Tiwana and Ramesh [4], e-service can be classified on the basis of 

the end product that is delivered as being either physical (where the focus is on the 

delivery of physical goods), digital (where the focus is on the delivery of digital goods) 

or a pure service (where the focus is on the delivery of a fee-based service). The classic 

example in the “pure service” category is the emerging Application Service Provider 

(ASP) concept. Every organization has a need for software tools and technologies to 

support its core business processes such as inventory control, customer relationship 

management, purchasing, workflow management and call center management. ASPs 

aim to fulfill these organizational application software needs in a cost-effective way 

using the notion of “renting” software packages, where clients pay for the use of a 

software product rather than the software itself [5]. This alleviates the needs to buy 

expensive software and to develop the support infrastructure. ASPs are responsible for 

providing expertise and managing the application software that is being “rented”.  

Research and development in e-service are leading to the emergence of virtual 

marketplace [6] or virtual communities (VC) for ASPs and other e-services. The 

advantage of a virtual community is that it enables clients to query and locate several 

service providers who can service their tasks, thereby alleviating the need to search 

manually. In addition it provides them with the advantage of an open and competitive 

environment. For service providers, the VC provides global presence and guaranteed 

opportunities for clients to at least know of their services. E-services environments and 

standards are influencing the infrastructure to support such virtual communities by 

developing techniques for maintaining a global directory of services and connecting 
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prospective clients with service providers. The model of operation is that service 

providers register their respective services in a global directory by providing 

information about themselves and their respective service. Clients requiring a service 

post a query and the virtual community intermediary responds by using the global 

directory to direct clients to appropriate service providers [16]. The Figure 1.1 illustrates 

the information flow in a Virtual Community. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Virtual Community Model Architecture 

We have discussed the emergence of virtual marketplaces of e-service and 

presented a conceptual model and architecture that are making the vision of the Internet 

as a marketplace a reality. Developments in the field of e-services provide a basis for 

investigating the operation and delivery of data mining e-service, which is the focus of 

this thesis. 
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1.2.3 Data Mining E-service – A Business Objective 

The delivery of data mining as an e-service is an emerging focus. Umesh Dayal 

[3] predicated that “…data analysis and mining functions themselves will be offered as 

business intelligence e-services that accept operational data from clients and return 

models or results”. The increasing interest in data mining e-service can be attributed to 

the recognition of data mining as an important technology in aiding strategic decision 

making coupled with the commercial viability of the Application Service Provider 

paradigm. Organizations are increasingly placing emphasis on knowledge as the key to 

providing them with a competitive edge and supporting the strategic decision making 

process. Data mining is an important technology for organizational “business 

intelligence”; Application Service Providers underline the commercial demand of 

“renting” software; and more and more datasets are technically and socially 

immovable. These three factors are leading to the emergence of Internet-based data 

mining service providers.  

The option of Internet-delivery of data mining service is attractive for small to 

medium range organizations, which are the most constrained by the high cost of data 

mining software, and consequently, enjoy benefit by paying for software usage without 

having to spend the costs associated with buying, setting-up and training. Business 

intelligence needs within organizations can be diverse from customer profiling and 

fraud detection to market-basket analysis. Such diversity requires versatile data mining 

systems that can support a wide variety of algorithms and techniques. Data mining 

systems have evolved from stand-alone systems characterized by single algorithms 
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with little support for the knowledge discovery process to integrated systems 

incorporating several mining algorithms, multiple users, various data formats and 

distributed data sources. This growth and evolution make it unlikely for any one 

system to be able to support all the business intelligence needs of an organization. 

ASPs can alleviate this problem by hosting a variety of data mining services that can 

meet the diverse needs of users. 

Even if costs are not taken into account, it is still very difficult for a client to 

collect distributed data into his local single location and process them using his own 

data mining software. This is possible in theory but unattractive in practice [18]:  

��There is not enough bandwidth between networks and storage devices to 

move the data. Having to handle hundreds of gigabytes of data, computer 

architectures are not able to sustain such bandwidth all the way to the storage 

devices.  

��It is not cost-effective for systems to have enough temporary storage to 

handle large datasets that are fetched temporarily. 

��Data of certain kinds, particularly about individuals, is not allowed to cross 

some political boundaries.  

��Ownership of data is a business resource. The basic principle of copyright 

prevents copying of data across organizational boundaries. For organizations 

providing data mining services, they treat datasets in data mining applications 

as fee-based and profitable resources so that data are prevented from moving 

and exposing.  
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If these assumptions are valid, then commercial data mining applications must 

take the distributed and fee-based service providers into account. This is what data 

mining e-services try to accomplish.  

 

1.3 Motivation 

1.3.1 From Data Mining To Data Mining E-service 

The preceding discussion illustrates that the e-service framework aims to enable 

a global model for discovery, interaction and delivery of data mining services between 

clients and service providers via the Internet. This model provides clients with a wider 

variety of options, choice of data mining service providers and the benefits of a 

competitive marketplace. For data mining service providers it provides global presence 

and guaranteed opportunities for clients to discover and interact with them. We also 

discussed that data mining is now entering a new phase in its evolution and is moving 

from a technology adopted by organizations to one that can be subscribed to as a 

service through the Internet. This is attributed to the increased demand for business 

intelligence in organizations, viable application service provider model to rent software 

to business organizations, and the immovable datasets existing in geographically 

distributed way. The following figure represents the motivation to develop Internet-

based data mining e-services.  

 

Figure 1.2 From Data Mining To Data Mining E-services 
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1.3.2 Import Web Services into Data Mining E-service 

However, to efficiently and effectively deploy such data mining e-services in the 

World Wide Web, we have to take the heterogeneous platforms in the Internet into 

account. Virtual Community Managers (VCM) and Application Service Providers (ASP) 

in data mining e-services may implement their application software using a variety of 

programming languages. These languages can include, but not only include, Java, C, C++, 

and C#. The data mining services can also be deployed on different service framework or 

containers, which can be J2EE, .Net or third party products. All of these systems are run 

on top of various operating systems and hardware platforms, which aggravate the 

heterogeneity. When the VCM want to communicate with the ASPs, existing platform- 

related remote invocation technologies, such as CORBA, RMI, and RPC, are not suitable 

for interoperations crossing multiple platforms. Unlike these platform-related distributed 

computing systems, Web services are adapted to the Web. The default network protocol 

is HTTP that is a standard protocol for almost every system in the Internet. Standard 

interoperation among modules of data mining e-services become possible when 

everything is Web service enabled. The Figure 1.3 illustrates the motivation for importing 

Web services into our data mining e-service architecture. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Web Service and Data Mining E-services 
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               To be useful, web services need to be widely implemented and available in 

software products. Only then can the goal of achieving interoperability be attained. Many 

software vendors have already implemented Web service specifications in their products. 

Microsoft is focusing its implementation within its .NET initiative, whereas Sun 

Microsystems and other Java vendors are focusing their implementations within the Java 

2 Platform, Enterprise Edition initiative. Microsoft has defined its Global XML 

Architecture for extending web service support in the .NET Framework and in general 

through standardization. Sun Microsystems has published its Open Network Environment 

architecture (SunONE) as a blueprint for the evolution of web services. At the same time, 

an academic project named Globus Alliance (www.globus.org) operated mainly by 

University of Chicago and sponsored by IBM and Microsoft is working on an open 

framework called Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA). This framework supports 

Web services in traditional Grid computing system. It detected that traditional grid 

services, such as grid portal, search engines, data grids, and authorization services, are 

separate and not interoperable. The need for integration and interoperability among the 

increasing number of applications is driving Grid technologies toward an open Grid 

architecture offering an extensible set of services that virtual organizations can aggregate 

in various ways. To achieve this goal, it defines OGSA based on principles and 

technologies from both the Grid computing and Web services communities.   

OGSA is a more powerful and suitable framework to support Internet-based 

data mining e-services using Web services. It combines the powers of Web services and 

Grid computing in a single infrastructure. Today, the amount of data stored online 
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doubles every nine months; in other words it grows twice as fast as the speed of the 

fastest processor available to analyze it. To achieve high performance in data-intensive 

and computation-intensive applications like data mining, parallel or distributed 

computing has to be exploited. This is also true in our data mining e-services application.  

A Grid is a geographically distributed computation platform composed of a set 

of heterogeneous machines that users can access via a single interface. Grids therefore 

provide common resource-access technology and operational services across widely 

distributed virtual organizations. Today Grids are widely used as effective infrastructures 

for distributed high-performance and large-scale data processing. It is possible to develop 

data mining application without Grid technologies when the size of datasets is not large, 

like our experimental project. However, it is not possible to run a data-intensive and 

computation-intensive data mining service in a real world scenario without supports from 

distributed computing system like Grid. To more effectively design and implement our 

Internet-based data mining e-services, we need a framework that supports both Web 

services and Grid services, which is what OGSA can provide [17,20].  

               Globus team has developed version 3 of its Globus Toolkits (GT3), which is an 

OGSA-based open source implementation of the interfaces and behaviors defined by the 

Grid service and Web service specifications. The detail introductions to OGSA and GT3 

will be left to the next chapter.  

 

Figure 1.4 Implement Web Services on OGSA and Globus Toolkits 
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1.3.3 Data Mining E-service with J2EE 

In the execution of e-services, the first stage is for clients to invoke their 

subscribed services by sending requirements to the Virtual Community Manager (VCM). 

And in the second stage, the VCM forwards the requirements to one or multiple selected 

Application Service Providers (ASP). For the operations in second stage, we have 

proposed to adopt Web services to solve the standard interoperations between VCM and 

ASPs. However, we still need to choose a suitable technology to facilitate the 

communications in the first stage, which is between clients and VCM. In this scenario, 

Web as a standard and everywhere technology again becomes the best choice.  

Web applications can be developed to implement the interactions between data 

mining e-service users and VCM. Normally such Web applications are called Web 

portals or Web user interfaces. A Web application is a dynamic extension of a Web 

server. There are two types of Web applications:  

��Presentation-oriented. A presentation-oriented Web application generates 

dynamic Web pages containing various types of markup language (HTML, 

XML, and so on) in response to requests.  

��Service-oriented. A service-oriented Web application implements the 

endpoint of a fine-grained Web service. Service-oriented Web applications 

are often invoked by presentation-oriented applications.  

In our project, we choose Servlet and Java Server Pages (JSP) technologies in 

Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) to develop our Web applications. As a set of 

standards advocated by Sun Microsystem, J2EE is the de facto standard to develop 
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enterprise level applications. The J2EE platform can easily manage the software 

infrastructure and support Web services that together enable developers to create secure, 

distributed and interoperable applications. Today only .NET from Microsoft can provide 

the similar powerful functionalities that J2EE can do. For our project, J2EE is a more 

feasible solution than .NET because it has a variety of open source and free software for 

developers to use. 

 

Figure 1.5 J2EE in Data Mining E-services 

 

1.3.4 MVC – An Intuitive Design Pattern for E-service 

In e-service model, application revocation can be divided into three stages: 

request-business-response. A client first sends a request to VCM for a specific service. 

The VCM tries to find a suitable ASP who finishes the business computation and return 

the results to the VCM. The VCM finally return the response to the client in the format 

that it can tell, for example, HTML. This is a typical application for a system design 

pattern named Model-View-Control (MVC). In MVC pattern, an application's data 

models (the Model), presentation code (the View), and program control logic (the 

Controller) should exist as distinct but intercommunicating components. The Model 

component represents and processes application data (Application Service Providers). 

The View is the user interface (Clients); it reflects the Model data and presents it to the 

user. The Controller (VCM) maps actions performed on the View (Clients) to operations 
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on the Model (ASPs). After the Model is updated, the View is refreshed and the user can 

perform more actions. The following figure illustrates the counterparts in e-service and 

MVC pattern.   

 

Figure 1.6 E-services model and MVC pattern 

Struts is an open-source framework for building Web applications based on 

J2EE and the MVC pattern [21]. Struts encourages application architectures based on the 

MVC pattern and provides services common to most Web applications. In a Struts 

application, you can architect the Model layer so that the business and data retrieval logic 

are easy to reuse. This layer is responsible for running the application's business logic and 

getting the relevant data. Struts encourages application architectures based on the Model-

View-Controller design paradigm. Struts provides its own Controller component and 

integrates with other technologies to provide the Model and the View. For the Model 

(Model classes), Struts can interact with any standard data access technology, including 

Enterprise Java Beans technology, JDBC, and the Object-Relational Bridge (ORB). For 

the View, Struts works well with the Java Server Pages (JSP) environment and other 

presentation systems.  
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We also augment a well-architected Struts application to support Web services in 

our development. As noted, the Struts framework clearly demarcates a View, a Controller, 

and a Model. We build a simple Web service layer so that the Model can either provide 

or subscribe to a Web service. An application that uses this architecture combines the 

best aspects of component-based development and the World Wide Web [21], as 

illustrated in Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7 Struts Application with Web Services 

 

1.3.5 Objective Architecture for Data Mining E-service  

Based on preceding discussions, the data mining e-service architecture, which is 

the main goal of our research project, is going to be designed and implemented like this: 

Satisfying e-service conceptual model, which consists of clients, Virtual Community 
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Manager, and Application Service Providers; building on Open Grid Service Architecture 

(OGSA) and GLOBUS Toolkits, which supports both Web services and Grid computing; 

using Struts Framework (MVC pattern) on top of J2EE to create Web portals. The 

objective architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.8.  

 

 

 Figure 1.8 Objective Architecture for Data Mining E-service 

 

1.4 Scope and Contributions 

The thesis first considers the general issues in a virtual community of data 

mining e-services. The specific design issues of infrastructure and interaction 

requirements to support a virtual community of data mining e-services are then 

considered. At last the implementation and testing issues, including programming code, 
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flowchart, experiment installation and configuration, and testing strategies will be 

discussed in depth. Based on this context, the main contributions of this thesis are as 

follows: 

��This thesis proposes and develops an Internet-based data mining 

architectural model for the e-services environment. This architecture 

integrates the e-service model, data mining algorithms, Web portal 

developed with J2EE technologies, and Web services to facilitate 

interoperations. In the best knowledge of the author, this is the first and 

unique architecture designed for data mining e-service that adopts Web 

services and Struts framework. Built on this architecture, future research 

and development work can be established on a feasible and reasonable 

running environment to study the issues to deploy fee-based data mining 

service in the World Wide Web. 

��The thesis establishes an experimental environment to demonstrate how to 

deploy a data mining service in a Web-based real environment, for example, 

the Internet. The establishment of the environment includes installations 

and configurations of a variety of servers, containers, and frameworks, 

including J2EE Web server container (Tomcat 5.0), Globus Toolkit 3.2, 

Struts Framework, and MySql database. At the same time, data mining 

algorithms will be deployed as Web service on OGSI. These installations 

and configurations will be introduced in detail in Chapter 4. 
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��The thesis project implements the Web portal of the data mining e-service 

using Struts framework. The implementation includes the design and 

coding of the Java Serve Pages (JSP) for the View part, design and coding 

of the Servlet for the Model part, and design and coding of Java classes for 

the Controller part. 

��The thesis project implements Web services using Globus Toolkits. This 

includes the deployment of the Web services in Linux machines, 

developing communications between VCM and ASP using XML-based 

protocol like WSDL and SOAP, and developing Java code to modify 

existing Apriori algorithm to produce association rules in business basket 

problems. 

 

1.5 Document Organization 

The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides the background 

necessary for the rest of the thesis. It reviews related concepts in the context of the work 

presented in this thesis. First, a brief survey of data mining technologies is presented. 

Since main contribution of the research presented in this thesis is to establish architecture 

for Internet-based data mining services, we then focus our review on several novel 

technologies that are adopted by our architecture to address interaction and infrastructure 

issues. These technologies include Web services, Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) 

and Globus 3.0 Toolkits, J2EE technologies, MVC pattern, and Struts framework. The 

software analysis and design are presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the software 
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requirement specifications are discussed as well as issues involved in the design phase. 

Chapter 4 will discuss the software implementation and testing. Some detailed issues 

about implementation will be presented, including the flowchart, codes, and 

configurations. Chapter 5 describes the conclusion drawn from this research as well as 

some insights into future research on this topic. This is followed by the Bibliography. The 

source code can be downloaded from http://www.cs.ttu.edu/~chen/thesis/source.zip 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Data Mining Overview 

Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools to discover 

previously unknown, valid patterns and relationships in large data sets. These tools can 

include statistical models, mathematical algorithms, and machine learning methods 

(algorithms that improve their performance automatically through experience, such as 

neural networks or decision trees). Consequently, data mining consists of more than 

collecting and managing data, it also includes analysis and prediction [8]. 

While large-scale information technology has been evolving separate 

transaction and analytical systems, data mining provides the link between the two. Data 

mining software analyzes relationships and patterns in stored transaction data based on 

user queries. Generally, any of four types of relationships are sought:  

Classifications: Stored data is used to locate data in predetermined groups. For 

example, a restaurant chain could mine customer purchase data to determine when 

customers visit and what they typically order. This information could be used to 

increase traffic by having daily specials. 

Clusters: Data items are grouped according to logical relationships or consumer 

preferences. For example, data can be mined to identify market segments or consumer 

affinities.  
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Associations: Data can be mined to identify associations. The beer-diaper 

example is an example of associative mining.  

Sequential patterns: Data is mined to anticipate behavior patterns and trends. 

For example, an outdoor equipment retailer could predict the likelihood of a backpack 

being purchased based on a consumer's purchase of sleeping bags and hiking shoes.  

Data mining consists of five major elements:  

��Extract, transform, and load transaction data onto the data warehouse system.  

��Store and manage the data in a multidimensional database system.  

��Provide data access to business analysts and information technology 

professionals.  

��Analyze the data by application software.  

��Present the data in a useful format, such as a graph or table.  

Different levels of analysis are available:  

��Artificial neural networks: Non-linear predictive models that learn through 

training and resemble biological neural networks in structure. 

��Genetic algorithms: Optimization techniques that use processes such as 

genetic combination, mutation, and natural selection in a design based on the 

concepts of natural evolution.  

��Decision trees: Tree-shaped structures that represent sets of decisions. These 

decisions generate rules for the classification of a dataset. Specific decision 

tree methods include Classification and Regression Trees (CART) and Chi 

Square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID). CART and CHAID are 
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decision tree techniques used for classification of a dataset. They provide a 

set of rules that you can apply to a new (unclassified) dataset to predict which 

records will have a given outcome. CART segments a dataset by creating 2-

way splits while CHAID segments using chi square tests to create multi-way 

splits. CART typically requires less data preparation than CHAID.  

��Nearest neighbor method: A technique that classifies each record in a dataset 

based on a combination of the classes of the k record(s) most similar to it in a 

historical dataset (where k > 1). Sometimes called the k-nearest neighbor 

technique.  

��Rule induction: The extraction of useful if-then rules from data based on 

statistical significance.  

��Data visualization: The visual interpretation of complex relationships in 

multidimensional data. Graphics tools are used to illustrate data relationships.  

In this thesis, we develop a data mining application providing association rules 

mining service to address the market basket problem. To achieve the search of rules and 

patterns in the market basket problem, we use an optimized association rule algorithm 

named Apriori algorithm [7,8].  

Association rules, introduced in [7], provide a useful mechanism for 

discovering correlations among items belonging to customer transactions in a market 

basket database. An association rule has the form YX → , where X  and Y  are sets of 

items or itemsets. Let the support of an itemset X be the fraction of database transactions 

that contain X . The support of a rule of the form YX → is then the same as the support 
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of X ∪ Y , while its confidence is the ratio of the support of X ∪ Y  and X . The 

association rules problem is that of computing all association rules that satisfy user-

specified minimum support and minimum confidence constrains. 

The Apriori algorithm [8] is the most popular algorithm for computing 

association rules. It first computes frequent itemsets (that is, itemsets that satisfy the 

minimum support constraint), and these are then used in a subsequent phase to compute 

rules that satisfy the minimum confidence constraint. Frequent itemsets are computed in 

passes – in the thk  pass, frequent itemsets of size k , kF , are computed. kF is used to 

generate 1+kC , the candidate itemsets for whom support is counted in the thk 1+ pass. The 

key idea is that every subset of a frequent itemset must also be frequent, and so an itemset 

can be pruned from 1+kC if any of its k-subsets does not belong to kF . 

 

2.2 Web Service Technologies 

What exactly are Web Services? To put it quite simply, they are yet another 

distributed computing technology (like CORBA, RMI, RPC, EJB, etc.). They allow us to 

create standard interoperations between two applications [10].  

For example, let's suppose we have to develop an application for a chain of 

stores. These stores are all around the country, but our master catalog of products is only 

available in a database at my central offices, yet the software at the stores must be able to 

access that catalog. We could publish the catalog through a Web Service called 

ShopService. This Web service is different from publishing something on a website. 

Information on a website is intended for humans. Information which is available through 
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a Web service will always be accessed by software, never directly by a human (despite 

the fact that there might be a human using that software). Even though Web Services rely 

heavily on existing Web technologies (such as HTTP), they have no relation to web 

browsers and HTML.  

The clients (the PCs at the store) would then contact the Web Service (in the 

server), and send a service request asking for the catalog. The server would return the 

catalog through a service response. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1 Communication Model in Web Services 

However, existing technologies, such as RMI, CORBA, RPC, EJBs can do the 

same thing. So what makes Web Services special? Web Services have certain advantages 

over other technologies: 

��Web Services are platform-independent and language-independent, since they 

use standard XML languages. This means that our client program can be 

programmed in C++ and running under Windows, while the Web Service is 

programmed in Java and running under Linux. 
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��Most Web Services use HTTP for transmitting messages (such as the service 

request and response). This is a major advantage if you want to build an 

Internet-scale application, since most of the Internet's proxies and firewalls 

won't mess with HTTP traffic (unlike CORBA, which usually has trouble 

with firewalls). 

Overall, there is one important characteristic that distinguishes Web Services. 

While technologies such as CORBA and EJB are geared towards highly coupled 

distributed systems, where the client and the server are very dependent on each other, 

Web Services are more adequate for loosely coupled systems, where the client might 

have no prior knowledge of the Web Service until it actually invokes it. Highly coupled 

systems are ideal for intranet applications, but perform poorly on an Internet scale. Web 

Services, however, are better suited to meet the demands of an Internet-wide application, 

such as grid-oriented applications [11]. 

The Figure 2.2 illustrates the architecture of Web services. 

 

Figure 2.2 Architecture for Web Services 
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��Service Discovery: This part of the architecture allows us to find Web 

Services which meet certain requirements. This part is usually handled by 

UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration). 

��Service Description: One of the most interesting features of Web Services is 

that they are self-describing. This means that, once you've located a Web 

Service, you can ask it to describe itself and tell you what operations it 

supports and how to invoke it. This is handled by the Web Services 

Description Language (WSDL). 

��Service Invocation: Invoking a Web Service (and, in general, any kind of 

distributed service such as a CORBA object or an Enterprise Java Bean) 

involves passing messages between the client and the server. SOAP (Simple 

Object Access Protocol) specifies how we should format requests to the 

server, and how the server should format its responses. In theory, we could 

use other service invocation languages (such as XML-RPC, or even some ad 

hoc XML language). However, SOAP is by far the most popular choice for 

Web Services. 

��Transport: Finally, all these messages must be transmitted somehow between 

the server and the client. The protocol of choice for this part of the 

architecture is HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), the same protocol used 

to access conventional web pages on the Internet. Again, in theory we could 

be able to use other protocols, but HTTP is currently the most used one. 
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After familiar with the key concepts in the Web services architecture, we can 

study the invocation process in a Web service application. The Figure 2.3 illustrates a 

typical invocation in a Web service. 

 

Figure 2.3 Typical Invocation in Web Services                

1. As we said before, a client may have no knowledge of what Web Service it 

is going to invoke. The first step will be to find a Web Service that meets 

our requirements. For example, we might be interested in locating a public 

Web Service which can give us association rules between weather 

conditions and a game event. We'll do this by contacting a UDDI registry. 

2. The UDDI registry will reply, telling us what servers can provide us the 

service we require (e.g. association rules) 
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3. We now know the location of a Web Service, but we have no idea of how 

to actually invoke it. Sure, we know it can give me the association rules, 

buy what is the actual service invocation? We have to ask the Web Service 

to describe itself (i.e. tell us how exactly we should invoke it) 

4. The Web Service replies in a language called WSDL. 

5. We finally know where the Web Service is located and how to invoke it. 

The invocation itself is done in a language called SOAP. Therefore, we 

will first send a SOAP request asking for the rules for a certain relation. 

6. The Web Service will kindly reply with a SOAP response which includes 

the rules we asked for, or maybe an error message if our SOAP request was 

incorrect. 

Now that we have an idea of what Web Services are, we are going to study how 

to start programming Web Services. Before we do that, we might want to know how Web 

Services-based applications are structured. This structure actually looks pretty similar to 

CORBA or RMI. 

First of all, we should know that despite having a lot of protocols and 

languages floating around, Web Services programmers usually never write a single line 

of SOAP or WSDL. Once we've reached a point where our client application needs to 

invoke a Web Service, we delegate that task on a piece of software called a client stub. 

There are plenty of tools available that will generate client stubs automatically for us, 

usually based on the WSDL description of the Web Service. 
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Therefore a Web Services client doesn't usually do all those steps in a single 

invocation. A more correct sequence of events would be the following: 

1. We locate a Web Service that meets our requirements through UDDI. 

2. We obtain that Web Service's WSDL description. 

3. We generate the stubs once, and include them in our application. 

4. The application uses the stubs each time it needs to invoke the Web 

Service. 

Programming the server side is just as easy. We don't have to write a complex 

server program which dynamically interprets SOAP requests and generates SOAP 

responses. We can simply implement all the functionality of our Web Service, and then 

generate a server stub (the term skeleton is also common) which will be in charge of 

interpreting requests and forwarding them to the service implementation. When the 

service implementation obtains a result, it will give it to the server stub, which will 

generate the appropriate SOAP response. The server stub can also be generated from a 

WSDL description, or from other interface definition languages (such as IDL). 

Furthermore, both the service implementation and the server stubs are managed by a 

piece of software called the Web Service container, which will make sure that incoming 

HTTP requests intended for a Web Service are directed to the server stub. The steps 

involved in invoking a Web Service are described in the following figure. 
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Figure 2.4 Service Invocation in Web Server Container 

Let's suppose that we've already located the Web Service, and generated the 

client stubs from the WSDL description. Furthermore, the server-side programmer will 

have generated the server stubs. 

1. Whenever the client application needs to invoke the Web Service, it will 

actually call the client stub. The client stub will turn this “local invocation” 

into a proper SOAP request. This is often called the marshaling or 

serializing process. 

2. The SOAP request is sent over a network using the HTTP protocol. The 

Web Services container receives the SOAP requests and hands it to the 

server stub. The server stub will convert the SOAP request into something 

the service implementation can understand (this is usually called 

unmarshaling or deserializing) 
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3. The service implementation receives the request from the service stub, and 

carries out the work it has been asked to do. For example, if we are 

invoking the String[] association (File file)  method, the service 

implementation will perform an association rules algorithm. 

4. The result of the requested operation is handed to the server stub, which 

will turn it into a SOAP response. 

5. The SOAP response is sent over a network using the HTTP protocol. The 

client stub receives the SOAP response and turns it into something the 

client application can understand. 

6. Finally the application receives the result of the Web Service invocation 

and uses it. 

Most of the Web Services Architecture is specified and standardized by the 

World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3c.org), the same organization responsible 

for XML, HTML, CSS, etc. 

 

2.3 Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) and Globus Tool Kits 

In preceding discussion, we argued that Open Grid Service Architecture 

(OGSA) could bring both powers from Web services and Grid services. In this section I 

am going to introduce what are OGSA, OGSI, Globus Tool kits, and Grid services. 

The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), developed by The Global Grid 

Forum, aims to define a common, standard, and open architecture for grid-based 

applications [19]. The goal of OGSA is to standardize practically all the services one 
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finds in an Internet-based application (job management services, resource management 

services, security services, etc.) by specifying a set of standard interfaces for these 

services. When the Globus organization undertook the task of creating this new 

architecture, they realized they needed to choose some sort of distributed middleware on 

which to base the architecture [12]. In other words, if OGSA defines that the 

JobSubmisionInterface has a submitJob method, there has to be a common and standard 

way to invoke that method if we want the architecture to be adopted as an industry-wide 

standard. This base for the architecture could, in theory, be any distributed middleware 

(CORBA, RMI, or even traditional RPC). For standard interoperation reasons, Web 

Services were chosen as the underlying technology. 

However, although the Web Services Architecture was certainly the best option, 

it still had several shortcomings which made it inadequate for OGSA's needs. OGSA 

overcame this obstacle by defining an extended type of Web Service called Grid Service 

(as shown in the Figure 2.5: Grid Services are defined by OGSA). A Grid Service is 

simply a Web Service with a lot of extensions that make it adequate for a grid-based 

application (and, in particular, for OGSA). In the Figure 2.5: Grid Services are an 

extension of Web Services. Finally, since Grid Services are going to be the distributed 

technology underlying OGSA, it is also correct to say that OGSA is based on Grid 

Services [13]. 

OGSA alone doesn't go into much detail when describing Grid Services. It 

basically outlines what a Grid Service should have but little else. That is why OGSA 

spawned another standard called the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI, also 
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developed by The Global Grid Forum) which gives a formal and technical specification 

of what a Grid Service is. In other words, for a high-level architectural view of what Grid 

Services are, and how they fit into the next generation of grid applications, OGSA is the 

place to go. For an excruciatingly detailed specification of how Grid Services work, 

OGSI is the place to go. In the Figure 2.5: Grid Services are specified by OGSI [14] (as 

opposed to simply being defined by OGSA). The Related Documents section has a link to 

the Grid Service Specification. 

The Globus Toolkit is a software toolkit, developed by The Globus Alliance, 

which we can use to program grid-based applications. The third version of the toolkit 

(GT3) includes a complete implementation of OGSI (in the diagram GT3 implements 

OGSI). The Figure 2.5 illustrates the relations between the OGSA, OGSI, Grid services 

and GT3 [15]. 

 

Figure 2.5 Grid Services Architecture 
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As mentioned before, Web Services are the technology of choice for Internet-

based applications with loosely coupled clients and servers. That makes them the natural 

choice for building the next generation of Internet-based applications. However, Web 

Services do have certain limitations: 

��Overhead. Transmitting all your data in XML is obviously not as efficient as 

using a proprietary binary code. What you win in portability, you lose in 

efficiency. 

��Lack of versatility. Currently, Web Services are not very versatile, since they 

only allow for some very basic forms of service invocation. CORBA, for 

example, offers programmers a lot of supporting services (such as persistency, 

notifications, lifecycle management, transactions, etc.) In fact, we'll see that 

Grid Services actually make up for this lack of versatility. 

Grid Services are basically Web Services with improved characteristics and 

services. We'll take a brief look at the main improvements introduced in OGSA: 

Service Data: Service Data allows us to easily include a set of structured data 

to any service, which can then be accessed directly through its interface. Since plain Web 

Services only allow operations to be included in the WSDL interface, you could think of 

Service Data as an extension that allows us to include not only operations in the WSDL 

interface, but also attributes. However, Service Data is much more than simple attributes, 

since we can easily include any type of data (fundamental types, classes, arrays, etc.) 
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In general, the Service Data we include in a service will fall into one of two 

categories: 

��State information: Provides information on the current state of the service, 

such as operation results, intermediate results, runtime information, etc. 

��Service metadata: Information on the service itself, such as system data, 

supported interfaces, cost of using the service, etc. 

Notifications: A Grid Service can be configured to be a notification source, and 

certain clients to be notification sinks (or subscribers). This means that if a change occurs 

in the Grid Service, that change is notified to all the subscribers (not all changes are 

notified, only the ones the Grid Services programmer wants to). Suppose that all the 

clients perform certain calculations using a variable which is stored in the Grid Service. 

Any of the clients can modify that value to improve the overall calculation. However, all 

clients must be notified of that change when it occurs. We can achieve this easily with the 

Grid Services notifications. 

Service Groups: Any service can be configured to act as a service group which 

aggregates other services. We can easily perform operations such as “add new service to 

group”, “remove this service from group”. Although the service group functionality 

included in OGSA is pretty simple, it is nonetheless the base of more powerful directory 

services (such as GT3's IndexService) which allow us to group different services together 

and access them through a single point of entry. 

GSH and GSR: In the previous discussion we saw that Web Services are 

addressed with URIs. However, OGSA introduces a more powerful addressing scheme. 
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A "Grid Service URI" is called the Grid Service Handle, or simply GSH. Each 

GSH must be unique. There cannot be two Grid Services with the same GSH. The only 

problem with the GSH is that it tells me where the Grid Service is, but doesn't give me 

any information on how to communicate with the Grid Service (what methods it has, 

what kind of messages it accepts/receives, etc.). To do this, we need the Grid Service 

Reference, or GSR. In theory, the GSR can take many different forms, but since we will 

usually use SOAP to communicate with a Grid Service, the GSR will be a WSDL file 

(remember that WSDL describes a Web Service: what methods it has, etc.).  

Conventional Grid Services: We’ve mentioned that the Globus Toolkit is a 

software toolkit, developed by The Globus Alliance, which we can use to program 

Internet-based and grid-based applications. The Figure 2.5 illustrates the architecture of 

GT3. 

 

Figure 2.5 GT3 Architecture 
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 OGSI (i.e. "Grid Services") is the 'GT3 Core' layer. Let's take a look at the rest 

of the layers from the bottom up: 

��GT3 Security Services: Security is an important factor in Internet-based and 

grid-based applications. GT3 Security Services can help us restrict access to 

our Grid Services, so only authorized clients can use them. Besides the usual 

security measures (putting the web server behind a firewall, etc.) GT3 gives 

us one more layer of security with technologies such as SSL and X.509 

digital certificates. 

��Managed Job Service: Suppose some particular operation in data mining 

service might take hours or even days to be done. Of course, we don't want to 

simply stand in front of a computer waiting for the result to arrive (specially 

if, after 8 hours of waiting, all we get might simply be an error message). We 

need to be able to check on the progress of the operation periodically, and 

have some control over it (pause it, stop it, etc.). This is usually called job 

management. 

�� Index Service: Remember from A short introduction to Web Services that we 

usually know what type of Web Service we need, but we have no idea of 

where they are. This also happens with Grid Services: we might know we 

need a Grid Service which meets certain requirements, but we have no idea of 

what its location is. While this was solved in Web Services with UDDI, GT3 

has its own Index Service. 
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��Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service: This service allows us to perform large 

file transfers between the client and the Grid Service.  

��GT3 Data Services: This layer includes Replica Management, which is very 

useful in applications that have to deal with very big sets of data. When 

working with large amount of data, we're usually not interested in 

downloading the whole thing, we just want to work with a small part of all 

that data. Replica Management keeps track of those subsets of data we will be 

working with. 

 

2.4 J2EE Architecture and Technologies 

2.4.1 J2EE Architecture 

The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) is a distributed multi-tiered 

application development and deployment platform aimed squarely at the enterprise. Since 

this groundbreaking technology was first introduced by Sun Microsystems in 1999, J2EE 

has evolved considerably, and is today the de facto industry standard for developing 

enterprise applications and computing solutions. J2EE layers numerous enterprise-level 

enhancements on top of the Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) platform. In other words, 

J2EE adds enterprise features to the J2SE platform, which is otherwise focused at 

traditional desktop application development and deployment. Figure 2.6 illustrates the 

relation between the J2EE and J2SE. 

The term enterprise traditionally describes business environment of all shapes 

and sizes, ranging from small shops to massive corporations. In a more general sense, 
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however, the term describes any organization that operates according to a common set of 

rules. In essence, J2EE applications are simply enterprise-specific software programs that 

provide some form of functionality based on some portion of the general rules that 

govern the organization.  

 

Figure 2.6 J2EE Works with J2SE 

The J2EE platform manages the software infrastructure and supports Web 

services that together enable developers to create secure, distributed, and interoperable 

enterprise applications. Through its distributed, multi-tiered, and component-based 

architecture, J2EE inherently facilitates highly scalable applications whose various 

working parts are physically dispersed across the network. This approach to application 
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development not only enables a high degree of scalability for the application itself, but it 

also lends to scalability of the development process through a natural team-based 

approach to programming. 

J2EE revolves around a multi-tiered architecture in which the various 

components that make up an application are logically separated, or distributed, across 

levels of layers of the network computing environment (this is also known as an n-tired 

architecture) [22]. In other words, tires represent logical layers, or levels, of functionality: 

multi-tired applications logically group application components according to the function 

they perform in the overall application architecture. The Figure 2.7 illustrates the multi-

tiered architecture of J2EE. 

 

Figure 2.7 J2EE Multi-tired Architecture 

From the J2EE n-tired architecture, we can see J2EE applications are 

assembled from reusable, self-contained software components that are logically 

partitioned into corresponding tires of the network computing environment. Front-end 

presentation components are considered to be part of the end user client tier, for example, 

whereas those that support data storage and persistence are typically categorized as back-
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end Enterprise Information System (EIS) tire components. The middle tier that logically 

resides between the from and back-end tiers, on the other hand, supports two sub-tiers. 

The middle tier may consist of a Web tier for components that provide application 

functionality based on Internet and Web protocols (such as HTTP, HTML, and XML) 

and also an EIS tier made up of components that capture the business logic of an 

enterprise. Alternatively, the Web and EIS tiers may be logically partitioned on their own, 

leading to J2EE’s support of distributed four-tier (client, Web, business, and EIS) 

applications.  

The following list describes the four tiers supported by J2EE, along with a brief 

overview of the types of components they support: 

Client tier: Contains end user applications and applets that run within the Web 

browser on the end user’s computer system. Client tier components typically provide a 

graphical user interface (GUI) for the enterprise application. HTML pages are most 

frequently used. 

Web tier: Contains components that extend the traditional HTTP Web server 

through Java Servlets and Java Serve Pages (JSP) that run on the Web server. Web 

components typically respond to HTTP requests made by Web clients (such as browsers) 

by returning HTML or XML. Web services can also be supported at the Web tier by a 

special form of Java servlet that users Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and 

standard HTTP. Web components and data such as HTML pages and XML documents 

can be combined to form so-called Web applications. 
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Business tier: Contains components that provide business logic in the form of 

core Java applications or Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) that run on the J2EE server. These 

business tier components typically process data or perform functions following business 

rules established by the enterprise or service, and optionally support Web services using 

the SOAP/HTTP protocol. 

Enterprise Information System (EIS) tier: Contains back-end database (data 

management) components. Although the J2EE platform requires a database that is 

accessible through the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) API, which provides Java 

programs with access to tabular data sources (such as SQL databases, spreadsheets, and 

flat files), not all J2EE components are required to access to the database.  

Although J2EE supports four distinct tiers, it’s not necessary for each tier to be 

physically located on its own computer system. In many cases, the Web and business 

tiers run on the same server and as such are considered to be sub-tiers of more general 

middle tier. As a result, J2EE applications are often considered three-tiered applications 

because the tiers they consist of are typically spread across client, middle, and EIS tiers. 

However, in case in which you need highly scalable applications, each tier can execute on 

its own computer across clusters of computers, just like what we do in our project. 

 

2.4.2 MVC Pattern and Struts Framework 

Struts is a Java based framework used to implement Web tier in a J2EE based 

Web applications. The entire Struts framework is based on the Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) pattern. Sometimes it also might be referred to as model 2 approach.  
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The MVC pattern is a way of taking an application and breaking it into three 

distinct parts: the model, the view, and the controller. The advantage of using the MVC 

pattern is that there is no business or Model-specific processing within the presentation, 

or view, component itself. The opposite is also true, that is, there is no presentation logic 

in the model and business layers. This improves component reuse there and also 

improves the ability to change a layer’s implementations with minimal effect on the other 

layers. This is a key point and one of the main benefits of Struts. An overview of the 

MVC pattern’s components is shown in Figure 2.8.  

 

Figure 2.8 MVC Pattern Overview 

In the MVC design pattern, the application flow is mediated by a central 

Controller. The Controller delegates requests (HTTP requests in most cases) to an 

appropriate handler. A handler is nothing more than the set of logic that is used to process 

the request. In the Struts framework, the handlers are also called actions. The handlers are 

tied to a Model, and each handler acts as an adapter, or bridge, between the request and 

the Model. A handler or action typically uses one or more JavaBeans or EJBs to perform 
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the actual business logic. The Action gets any information out of the request necessary to 

perform the desired business logic and then passes it along to the JavaBean or EJB for the 

View component to create the presentation view for the clients. 

Struts (www.apache.org) is a framework based on the MVC design pattern 

using J2EE technologies (Servlet, JSP) and XML: 

The Model includes writing Action classes. Action classes provide the business 

logic of our application, which are components to maintain the state of our application. 

Typically, we can think of Action classes as thin classes that use Javabeans to do the 

actual work. The dispatch is determined by using an XML-based configuration file called 

struts-config.xml. 

The View consists of JSPs and a set of JSP custom tags that work together with 

the Controller Servlet. There is no flow logic or business logic, and no model information 

is contained in the View. Using the ActionForm (a class that is used to pass information 

from JSPs to the Model) and the tag libraries allows for a fast creation of forms for 

applications and also provides a built-in mechanism to use resource files for the 

internationalization of screen. 

The controller is a Servlet that uses the Command Design Pattern [9] to 

dispatch incoming requests to the appropriate Action classes. The controller Servlet, 

called the ActionServlet in the Struts framework, is configured in our web server’s 

web.xml file and also uses the struts-config.xml file for determining action mappings. 

There actually isn’t any work that needs to be done other than configuring the web.xml 

and to create an instance of orgapache.struts.action.ActionServlet class.  
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Figure 2.9 illustrates the application model used in Struts framework. Details 

about programming and configuring the Action classes, ActionForm classes, and 

configuration files will be introduced in Chapter 4.  

 

Figure 2.9 Application Model using Struts Components 
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CHAPTER III 

DESIGN ISSUES 

 

 The typical software engineering process involves analysis, design, 

implementation, and testing. In this chapter, the first two phases are discussed: analysis 

and design. The next chapter will be focused on software implementation and testing.    

 

3.1 Software Requirements 

3.1.1 Software Specifications 

 The Internet-based data mining e-service system is developed to implement the 

client, web, and business logic tier of delivering the data mining service in the World 

Wide Web.  

 The system should be able to resolve platform heterogeneity issues that may arise 

in case of different programming languages, developing environments, operation systems 

and hardware being used within the system. This platform-independent requirements 

should be applied to every role of the system, including client, service agent (VCM), and 

service provider. That is, the service users should be able to view service access interface, 

submit service requests, and receive service results from the service agent without 

considering the type of platforms used in both sides. At the same time, the service agent 

should be able to invoke the data mining algorithm functions and receive results from 

remote data mining service providers without considering if they run on the same 

platforms.  
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The system should provide a dialog for users to log on to use the data mining 

service. After the application execution is finished, users can log off. The software should 

take inputs from users as parameters for the data mining algorithms, and the 

specifications of the Quality of Service (QOS) that users require from the service.  

  During the service, the service agent is responsible for informing the users any 

type of errors may occur. These errors include authentication error (incorrect name or 

password), database connection error, no service available error, no Quality of Service 

available error, etc. The service agent should also return the results to the service users in 

formats that the user systems can understand. 

 

3.1.2 Objectives of Design  

 The design of the data mining e-service tool should achieve three objectives: 

scalable, reusable, and user friendly.  

 This system should be scalable in the sense that, it has the capability of growing, 

or scaling, in step with the demands placed on it. When a system fails to scale, it may be 

unavailable under heavy usage conditions. This can happen, for example, when an 

application has too many users interacting with it at once, which can overload various 

components of the application. The system should be able to dynamically scale to 

accommodate such loads, so that it would be readily available even under heavy demand.  

This system should be component-based and provide high reusability. Any 

functional part of the system can be seamlessly replaced by a new part that could be 

implemented with any novel different technology producing more advanced 
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functionalities. The only rule it has to obey is to provide a standard interface. This system 

should define such standard interfaces among its components. These standard interfaces 

should be proved to be stable, extensible, and secure. 

 Beyond that, as user-friendly software, this tool should be easy to use by 

providing the graphical user interface (GUI) with appropriate dialogs and menus.  When 

services encounter problems, users should be informed properly and timely via the GUI. 

 

3.2 Software Design 

3.2.1 Information Flow 

 Figure 3.1 shows the information flow of the data mining e-service system.  

 

Figure 3.1 Information Flow of Data Mining E-service 
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3.2.2 Description of System functionalities 

 According to the information flow presented in the last section, the functionalities 

of the data mining e-service system include the following: 

1. Log in and log off.  The user can log on to the data mining e-service 

system to get permissions to visit the user interface provided by the 

service agent (VCM). This log on procedure is username and password 

based. The information of the username and password is saved in a back 

end database system. After the service is completed, users have to log off 

to terminate their connection to the service. 

2. Submit service requirements. After accessing the user interface, users have 

to fill a form to describe their requirements for the data mining service. 

These requirements include the learning method, data mining algorithm 

type, corresponding parameters needed for the algorithm, Quality of 

Service specifications, and service agreement between the user and the 

Virtual Community. 

3. Retrieve service requirements from users. After users submit their 

requirements for the data mining service, the service agent is responsible 

for collecting the requirements and save them into a proper form. 

4. Discover service provider. Based on the requirements from the users, 

service agent (VCM) searches a suitable service provider or service 

providers that are able to satisfy these requirements. This decision making 

can be built on a QOS-based scheduling algorithm. 
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5. Invoke service function and get results from remote service provider(s). 

The service agent forwards the user requirements to the selected remote 

service provider(s) for a service function to be executed. Because this 

invocation is between an application to another application, it dose not 

need a graphic user interface (GUI). Instead, it needs a remote invocation 

technology to implement the standard interoperation. 

6. Return the result patterns to the users. After receiving result patterns from 

remote service providers, the service agent wraps the results into a visual 

format that the users can understand, and send it back as a response to a 

user’s former request.  

7. Handle errors. For user login, errors will be returned to the users when 

usernames or passwords are not correct. When service agent handles the 

submitted user requirements and problems occur, “service provider 

unavailable” or “QOS unavailable” errors will be sent back and displayed 

in user side. During the executions of remote invocations, service 

providers return any run time errors to the service agent, and service agent 

is responsible for forwarding them back to the users via graphic user 

interface (GUI). 
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CHAPTER IV 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

 

   This chapter focuses on the implementation issues involved in the development 

of the data mining e-service system. Also, software testing, which is designed in a World 

Wide Web environment is presented here.  

  

4.1 Experiment Environment Design and Installation 

            The Figure 4.1 illustrates the experiment environment in our project. 

 

Figure 4.1 Experiment Environment 
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In this design, the system consists of three levels of components:  

��Client Desktops: devices that service clients use to visit the data mining 

access point, submit their requests, and receive the responses. These 

devices can be any desktop or laptop computers, portable devices like 

PDAs, or even mobile phones that support Internet access and HTTP 

based Web browsers. The establishment of the client side desktop is 

simple: installing Web browsers. No configuration is needed. 

��Infrastructure Server: this device is responsible for authenticating user 

login, collecting information from users, forward requests to the service 

providers, collecting mining results from service providers, and finally 

sending responses back to the users. Several software tools have to be 

installed in this device: a Web server named Tomcat that supports Java 

Server Pages (JSP) and Servlet; MySql database; Struts framework; and 

Globus Tool kits version 3 (GT3). At the same time, Web service stub 

functions for remote data mining Web service need to be created by 

reading the WSDL files. In this infrastructure, the Web server (Tomcat) 

provides a user interface using HTML pages that are translated from Java 

Server Pages (JSP). After the requests are collected, they are parsed into 

parameters for later invocation by using Servlet APIs in Struts 

framework. And then GT3 is responsible for processing remote 

invocations by calling local Web service stub functions with the 

parameters. The invocations are sent with SOAP messages.  
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��Application Servers: The servers are the places to do real executions. 

Data mining algorithms are deployed in these devices. GT3 is installed 

and Web services are deployed. When receiving remote Web services 

invocations from service agent, the server will execute the corresponding 

local data mining algorithm, get results, and send them back to the 

service agent in the format of XML. 

 The installations of J2EE, MySql, Struts framework, GT3 and data mining 

software are quite straightforward: just follow the instructions of the software installation 

packages. However, it is much more complex to deploy a data mining Web service in the 

servers running on OGSI and Globus Toolkits.  

Writing and deploying a data mining Service in GT3 follows five steps [11]: 

1. Define the service's interface. This is done with GWSDL 

2. Implement the service. This is done with Java 

3. Define the deployment parameters. This is done with WSDD 

4. Compile everything and generate GAR file. This is done with Ant 

5. Deploy service. This is also done with Ant 

I am going to go through each step in detail, explaining what each step 

accomplishes, and giving instructions on how to perform each step. 

Step 1: Defining the interface in GWSDL 

The first step in writing a Web Service is to define the service interface. We need 

to specify what our service is going to provide to the outer world. At this point we're not 

concerned with the inner workings of that service (what algorithms it uses, what 
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databases it will access, etc.) We just need to know what operations will be available to 

our users. In Web/Grid Services lingo, the service interface is usually called the port type 

(usually written portType). 

As we saw in A short introduction to Web Services in Chapter 1, there is a special 

XML language which can be used to specify what operations a web service offers: the 

Web Service Description Language (WSDL). So what we need to do in this step is write 

a description of our data mining service using WSDL. Actually, what we're going to 

write is not WSDL, but Grid WSDL (or GWSDL), which is an extension of WSDL used 

in the OGSI specification (and, therefore, in the Globus Toolkit). This extended WSDL 

supports all the features described in WSDL and those which are not supported in plain 

Web Services (and, therefore, in plain WSDL). Following shows part of the GWSDL 

XML file we write for our data mining application using Apriori algorithm to search for 

the associate rules in market basket problems. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<definitions name="DataMiningService" 
 targetNamespace="http://cp239.dhcp.ttu.edu/namespaces/2004/11/dat
amining/DataMiningService" 
 xmlns:tns="http://cp239.dhcp.ttu.edu/namespaces/2004/11/dataminin
g/DataMiningService" 
 xmlns:ogsi="http://www.gridforum.org/namespaces/2003/03/OGSI" 
 xmlns:gwsdl="http://www.gridforum.org/namespaces/2003/03/gridWSDL
Extensions" 
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
 xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"> 
 
<import location="../../ogsi/ogsi.gwsdl" 
 namespace="http://www.gridforum.org/namespaces/2003/03/OGSI"/> 
 
<types> 
<xsd:schema 
targetNamespace="http://cp239.dhcp.ttu.edu/namespaces/2004/11/datami
ning/DataMiningService" 
 attributeFormDefault="qualified" 
 elementFormDefault="qualified" 
 xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 
 <xsd:element name="setLowerBoundMinSupport"> 
  <xsd:complexType> 
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   <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element name="value" type="xsd:double"/> 
   </xsd:sequence> 
  </xsd:complexType> 
 </xsd:element> 
 <xsd:element name="setLowerBoundMinSupportResponse"> 
  <xsd:complexType/> 
 </xsd:element> 
   <xsd:element name="buildAssociations"> 
  <xsd:complexType> 
   <xsd:sequence> 
    <xsd:element name="value" type="xsd:string"/> 
   </xsd:sequence> 
  </xsd:complexType> 
 </xsd:element> 
 <xsd:element name="buildAssociationsResponse"> 
  <xsd:complexType/> 
 </xsd:element> 
   <xsd:element name="getRules"> 
                <xsd:complexType/> 
        </xsd:element> 
        <xsd:element name="getRulesResponse"> 
                <xsd:complexType> 
                        <xsd:sequence> 
                            <xsd:element name="value" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded" 
type="xsd:string"/> 

                        </xsd:sequence> 
                </xsd:complexType> 
        </xsd:element> 
 
  . . . . . . 
 
</xsd:schema> 
</types> 
 
<message name="SetLowerBoundMinSupportInputMessage"> 
 <part name="parameters" element="tns:setLowerBoundMinSupport"/> 
</message> 
<message name="SetLowerBoundMinSupportOutputMessage"> 
        <part name="parameters" 
element="tns:setLowerBoundMinSupportResponse"/> 
</message> 
<message name="GetRulesInputMessage"> 
 <part name="parameters" element="tns:getRules"/> 
</message> 
<message name="GetRulesOutputMessage"> 
        <part name="parameters" element="tns:getRulesResponse"/> 
</message> 
<message name="BuildAssociationsInputMessage"> 
 <part name="parameters" element="tns:buildAssociations"/> 
</message> 
<message name="BuildAssociationsOutputMessage"> 
        <part name="parameters" 
element="tns:buildAssociationsResponse"/> 
</message> 
 
  . . . . . . . 
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<gwsdl:portType name="DataMiningPortType" 
extends="ogsi:GridService"> 
 <operation name="setLowerBoundMinSupport"> 
  <input 
message="tns:SetLowerBoundMinSupportInputMessage"/> 
  <output 
message="tns:SetLowerBoundMinSupportOutputMessage"/> 
  <fault name="Fault" message="ogsi:FaultMessage"/> 
   <operation name="getRules"> 
  <input message="tns:GetRulesInputMessage"/> 
  <output message="tns:GetRulesOutputMessage"/> 
  <fault name="Fault" message="ogsi:FaultMessage"/> 
 </operation> 
 
  <operation name="buildAssociations"> 
  <input message="tns:BuildAssociationsInputMessage"/> 
  <output message="tns:BuildAssociationsOutputMessage"/> 
  <fault name="Fault" message="ogsi:FaultMessage"/> 
 </operation> 
 
  . . . . . . . 
 
</gwsdl:portType> 
 
</definitions>  

 
Comparing with WSDL, GWSDL illustrates extending features. For example: 
 

<gwsdl:portType name="DataMiningPortType" 
extends="ogsi:GridService"> 
 
 
</gwsdl:portType> 

 
Notice how we're not using the WSDL <portType> tag, but a tag from the 

GWSDL namespace: <gwsdl:portType>. This new tag has an extends attribute. This is 

the first major improvement in GWSDL: portType extension. You can define a PortType 

as an extension of one of more portTypes. In this case, we're extending from an OGSI 

PortType called GridService (all Grid Services must implement this interface). This 

extension increases the reusability of the code. 
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Step 2: Implementing the service in Java 

After defining the service interface, the next step is implementing that interface. 

The implementation of a data mining service is simply a Java class which, besides 

implementing the operations described in the GWSDL file, has to meet certain 

requirements. This class can furthermore include additional private methods which won't 

be available through the Grid Service interface, but which our service can use internally. 

We'll implement the service in a Java class called DataMiningImpl, which will be 

the implementation of our Grid Service. 

package org.globus.datamining.myservices.mycore.myfirst.impl; 
 
import org.globus.ogsa.impl.ogsi.GridServiceImpl; 
import 
org.globus.datamining.stubs.DataMiningService.DataMiningPortType; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.rmi.RemoteException; 
import weka.associations.Apriori; 
import weka.core.Instances; 
 
public class DataMiningImpl extends GridServiceImpl implements 
DataMiningPortType { 
    Apriori _apriori; 
 
    public DataMiningImpl() { 
 _apriori = new Apriori(); 
    } 
 
    public String[] getLargeItems() { 
 return _apriori.getLargeItems(); 
    } 
 
    public String[] getRules() { 
 return _apriori.getRules(); 
    } 
 
    . . . 
 
    public void buildAssociations(String filename)  { 
    try { 
        if (filename.length() == 0) 
    throw new Exception("No training file 
given!"); 
 
     Reader reader = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(filename)); 
 _apriori.buildAssociations(new Instances(reader)); 
    } catch (Exception e) { 
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   System.out.println("\n" + e.getMessage()); 
  }  
 
} 
 

//mutators 
 

    public void setLowerBoundMinSupport(double lowerBoundMinSupport) 
{ 
 _apriori.setLowerBoundMinSupport(lowerBoundMinSupport); 
    } 
 
    public void setMinConfidence(double minConfidence) { 
 _apriori.setMinConfidence(minConfidence); 
    } 
 
    public void setRunTime(int runTime) { 
 _apriori.setRunTime(runTime); 
    } 
 
    public void setNumRules(int numRules) { 
 _apriori.setNumRules(numRules); 
    } 
 
    public void setDelta(double delta) { 
 _apriori.setDelta(delta); 
    } 
 

//accessors 
 

    public double getLowerBoundMinSupport() { 
 return _apriori.getLowerBoundMinSupport(); 
    } 
 
 
    public double getMinConfidence() { 
 return _apriori.getMinConfidence(); 
    } 
 
    public int getRunTime() { 
 return _apriori.getRunTime(); 
    } 
 
    public int getNumRules() { 
 return _apriori.getNumRules(); 
    } 
 
    public double getDelta() { 
 return _apriori.getDelta(); 
    } 
} 
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Notice the following: 

DataMiningImpl is a child class of GridServiceImpl. All Grid Services must 

extend from the base class GridServiceImpl. This is what is usually called the skeleton 

class, because it contains the basic functionality common to all Grid Services. In fact, 

GridServiceImpl implements all the operations declared in the GridService portType 

which all Grid Services must extend from 

Our Grid Service implements an interface named DataMiningPortType. 

Remember that PortType is another name for "service interface". We're telling Java that 

this Grid Service implements a particular portType: the DataMining PortType. 

DataMiningPortType is one of the stub files which will be generated from the GWSDL 

file once we compile the service. This is where it comes from. 

Step 3: Configuring the deployment in WSDD 

Up to this point, we have written the two most important parts of a Grid Service: 

the service interface (GWSDL) and the service implementation (Java). Now, we have to 

put all these pieces together, and make them available through a Grid Services-enabled 

web server. This step is called the deployment of the Grid Service. 

One of the key components of the deployment phase is a file called the 

deployment descriptor. It's the file that tells the web server how it should publish our 

Grid Service (for example, telling it what the our service's GSH will be). The deployment 

descriptor is written in WSDD format (Web Service Deployment Descriptor). The 

deployment descriptor for our Grid Service could be something like this: 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<deployment name="defaultServerConfig" 
xmlns="http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/" 
  xmlns:java="http://xml.apache.org/axis/wsdd/providers/java"> 
 
  <service name="datamining/core/first/DataMiningService" 
provider="Handler" style="wrapped"> 
    <parameter name="name" value="DataMiningService"/> 
    <parameter name="className" 
value="ttu.edu.datamining.stubs.DataMiningService.DataMiningPortType
"/> 
     
 
    <parameter name="baseClassName" 
value="ttu.edu.datamining.services.core.first.impl.DataMiningImpl"/> 
    <parameter name="schemaPath" 
value="schema/datamining/DataMiningService/DataMining_service.wsdl"/
> 
 
    <!-- Start common parameters --> 
    <parameter name="allowedMethods" value="*"/> 
    <parameter name="persistent" value="true"/> 
    <parameter name="handlerClass" 
value="org.globus.ogsa.handlers.RPCURIProvider"/> 
  </service> 
 
</deployment> 

 
The service name specifies the location where our Grid Service will be found. If 

we combine this with the base address of our Grid Service container, we will get the full 

GSH of our Grid Service. For example, if we are using the GT3 standalone container, the 

base URL will be http://localhost:8080/ogsa/services. Therefore, our service's GSH 

would be: 

http://localhost:8080/ogsa/services/progtutorial/core/first/M
athService 
 

<parameter name="className" 
value="ttu.edu.datamining.stubs.DataMiningService.DataMiningPortType
"/> 
<parameter name="baseClassName" 
value="ttu.edu.datamining.services.core.first.impl.DataMiningImpl"/> 
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In WSDD, the parameter would refer to the class which implements the service 

interface (in our case, DataMiningImpl from the previous page). However, notice how 

the value of this parameter is the DataMiningPortType stub interface mentioned in the 

previous page. 

<parameter name="schemaPath" 
value="schema/datamining/DataMiningService/DataMining_service.wsdl"/
> 

 
The schemaPath tells the grid services container where the WSDL file for this 

service can be found. Because GWSDL is a non-standard extension of WSDL, so it must 

first be converted to WSDL so it can be truly interoperable with existing web services 

technologies. This WSDL file will be generated automatically by a GT3 tool when we 

compile the service. 

<!-- Start common parameters --> 
<parameter name="allowedMethods" value="*"/> 
<parameter name="persistent" value="true"/> 
<parameter name="handlerClass" 
value="org.globus.ogsa.handlers.RPCURIProvider"/> 

 
Step 4: Create a GAR file with Ant 

At this point we have (1) a service interface in GWSDL, (2) a service 

implementation in Java, and (3) a deployment descriptor telling the grid services 

container how to present (1) and (2) to the outer world. However, all this is a bunch of 

loose files. This is the step when we put everything to come together in perfect harmony. 

Using those three files we wrote in the previous three steps we'll generate a Grid Archive, 

or GAR file. This GAR file is a single file which contains all the files and information the 

grid services container need to deploy our service and make it available to the whole 
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world. In fact, what we do next is to instruct a simple grid services container to take the 

GAR and deploy it. Creating a GAR file is a pretty complex task which involves the 

following: 

��Converting the GWSDL into WSDL 

��Creating the stub classes from the WSDL 

��Compiling the stubs classes 

��Compiling the service implementation 

��Organize all the files into a very specific directory structure 

Because of the effective work of the GT3, we can do all this in a single step using 

a very useful tool called Ant. Ant, an Apache Software Foundation project, is a Java build 

tool. In concept, it is very similar to the classic UNIX make command. It allows 

programmers to forget about the individual steps involved in obtaining an executable 

from the source files, which will be taken care of by Ant. Each project is different, so the 

individual steps are described in a build file (“Makefile” in the make technique). This 

build file directs Ant on what it should compile, how it should compile it, and in what 

order. This simplifies the whole process considerably. In fact, it reduces the number of 

steps to one! With Ant, all we have to worry about is writing the service interface, the 

service implementation, and the deployment descriptor. Ant takes care of the rest.�

As you can see from Figure 4.2, Ant generates the GAR directly from the three 

source files. Internally, it is carrying out all the steps listed earlier, sparing us the 

cumbersome task of doing them ourselves. In a GT3 project, Ant uses two sets of build 

files: a couple of build files which are a part of GT3, and a build file we have to write on 
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our own. The GT3 build files cover all the important steps (generating the WSDL code, 

generating the stubs). Our build file essentially has all the unique parameters of our Grid 

Service, and a bunch of calls to the GT3 build files.  

 

Figure 4.2 Using ANT to Create GAR File 

Using the provided Ant build file and a handy script, building a Grid Service is as 

simple as doing the following: 

./build.sh <service base directory> <service's GWSDL file> 

The "service base directory" is the directory where we placed the server-

deploy.wsdd file, and where the DataMiningImpl.java file can be found (inside an impl 

directory). To build our data mining service and generate its GAR file, we simply need to 

do the following: 

./build.sh \ 
ttu/edu/datamining/services/core/first \ 
schema/datamining/DataMiningService/DataMining.gwsdl 
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The GAR file will be placed in build/lib. To be exact, the GAR file generated for 

this example will be the following: 

build/lib/ttu_edu_datamining_services_core_first.gar 

Step 5: Deploy the service into a grid services container 

The GAR file contains all the files and information the web server needs to 

deploy the Web Service. Deployment is also done with the Ant tool, which unpacks the 

GAR file and copies the files within (WSDL, compiled stubs, compiled implementation, 

WSDD) into key locations in the GT3 directory tree. It also reads our deployment 

descriptor and configures the Web server to take our new Web service into account. 

This deployment command must be run from the root of our GT3 installation. 

Furthermore, we need to run it with a user that has write permission in that directory. 

ant deploy -Dgar.name=<full path of GAR file> 

For the GAR file we've just created, this would be: 

ant deploy \ 

-Dgar.name=build/lib/ttu_edu_datamining_services_core_first.gar 

Before the service can be invoked, we need to to start up the standalone container 

in GT3 environment. Otherwise, our data mining service won't be available, and the 

client will crash. The following command is run from the root of our GT3 installation: 

globus-start-container 

When the container starts up, you'll see a list with the GSH of all the deployed 

services. One quick way of checking if DataMiningService has been correctly deployed 

is to check if the following line appears in the list of services: 
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http://127.0.0.1:8080/ogsa/services/datamining/core/first/DataMin

ingService 

This is the service as it would appear in a default GT3 installation, with the 

standalone container located in http://localhost:8080/ogsa/services. At this point we have 

successfully deployed the data mining Web service to the GT3 environment, and the 

service is available for remote invocations. 

 

4.2 Implementation of the User Interface 

 The data mining e-service system has a login screen for users, which is illustrated 

by Figure 4.3.   

 

Figure 4.3 User Login Interface 
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             After login, the users can further see a form for them to fill. This form is to 

collect user requests for the service. These user interfaces are created by JSP and 

Customer Tag Library in Struts framework. The following code in JSP will be further 

translated into static HTML pages and displayed in users’ Web browser like Figure 4.4. 

<%@ page import="java.util.*, org.apache.struts.util.*"%> 
<%@ taglib uri="/tags/struts-html" prefix="html" %> 
<%@ taglib uri="/tags/struts-bean" prefix="bean" %> 
<%@ taglib uri="/tags/struts-logic" prefix="logic" %> 
<html:html> 
 
  <head> 
<meta http-equiv=”Content-Language” content=”en-us”> 
<title>Tech Data Mining Service</title> 
</head> 
 
<html:errors/> 
 
<body background=”../images/shared/ttu.gif” > 
<div align=”center”> 
<h2 align=”center”>Tech Data Mining Service</h2> 
<p class=”style1”>Please fill the application form:</p> 
<html:form action=”/qos-submit”> 
  <table width=”100%” border=”1” cellspacing=”0” bgcolor=”#FFFCC”> 
    <tr> 
      <td>* Minimum Confidence Degree</td> 
      <td><html:text property="minConfidence" value=""/></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Maximum Number of Rules (defulat=10) </td> 
      <td><html:text property="numRules" value="10"/></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Delta Support (default=0.05) </td> 
      <td><html:text property="delta" value="0.05" /></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Expecting Running Time <br> (default=0  No expectation) 
</td> 
      <td><html:text property="runTime" /></td> 

</tr> 
<tr> 
      <td>Expecting Running Time <br> (default=0  No expectation) 
</td> 
      <td><html:text property="runTime" /></td> 

</tr> 
<tr> 
      <td>Expecting Running Time <br> (default=0  No expectation) 
</td> 
      <td><html:text property="runTime" /></td> 
      <td>* Minimum Confidence Degree</td> 
      <td><html:text property="minConfidence" value=""/></td> 
    </tr> 
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    <tr> 
      <td>* Minimum Confidence Degree</td> 
      <td><html:text property="minConfidence" value=""/></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Maximum Number of Rules (defulat=10) </td> 
      <td><html:text property="numRules" value="10"/></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Delta Support (default=0.05) </td> 
      <td><html:text property="delta" value="0.05" /></td> 
    </tr> 
    <tr> 
      <td>Expecting Running Time <br> (default=0  No expectation) 
</td> 
      <td><html:text property="runTime" /></td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
<p> 
  <html:submit>Start</html:submit> 
  <html:reset>Reset</html:reset> 
</p> 
</html:form> 
<p> * means items without default values and can not be empty.  
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
 
<jsp:include page="siteBottom.html"></jsp:include> 
</body> 
</html:html> 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Service Requirements GUI 

4.3 Implementation of Web Tier 
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  The flowchart of implementation of Web tier in Struts framework [20] is 

illustrated in Figure 4.5.  

 

Figure 4.5 Web Tier Implementation Flowchart 

There is only one controller component in the Struts framework, and that is the 

org.Jakarta.struts.action.ActionServlet. The ActionServlet represents the Controller in the 

MVC design pattern. The ActionServlet instance selects and invokes an Action class to 

perform the requested business logic. The Action classes don’t produce the next page of 

the user interface directly; instead, they use the RequestDispatcher.forward() facility of 

the Servlet API to pass control to an appropriate JSP in order to produce the next page of 

the user interface. When creating our controller Servlet, if we don’t need to customize 
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anything in our Servlet, we can simple specify in the web.xml file an instance of 

org.apache.strts.action.ActionServlet. 

We start with the web application deployment descriptor, also called the web.xml. 

Before being able to use Struts, you must set up your JSP container so that it knows to 

map all appropriate requests with a certain file extension to the Struts ActionServlet 

instance. The web.xml is found in the WEB-INF directory of our web application. It 

describes everything that the server needs to know about our application. Information 

included in the web.xml includes the servlets and other components that make up an 

application, init parameters, mappings, and container-managed security constraints. The 

web.xml is read when the JSP container starts. The ActionServlet controller has a number 

of supported initialization parameters that can be specified in the web.xml. The following 

shows the configurations of web.xml in our project. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?> 
<!DOCTYPE web-app 
  PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.2//EN" 
  "http://java.sun.com/j2ee/dtds/web-app_2_2.dtd"> 
<web-app> 
  <display-name>Distributed Data Mining Application on Web Service 
Architecture</display-name> 
  <!-- Standard Action Servlet Configuration (with debugging) --> 
  <servlet> 
    <servlet-name>action</servlet-name> 
    <servlet-class>org.apache.struts.action.ActionServlet</servlet-
class> 
    <init-param> 
      <param-name>config</param-name> 
      <param-value>/WEB-INF/struts-config.xml</param-value> 
    </init-param> 
    <!-- module configurations --> 
    <init-param> 
      <param-name>config/DataMining</param-name> 
      <param-value>/WEB-INF/DataMining/struts-config.xml</param-
value> 
    </init-param> 
    <init-param> 
      <param-name>debug</param-name> 
      <param-value>2</param-value> 
    </init-param> 
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    <init-param> 
      <param-name>detail</param-name> 
      <param-value>2</param-value> 
    </init-param> 
    <load-on-startup>2</load-on-startup> 
  </servlet> 
  <!-- Standard Action Servlet Mapping --> 
  <servlet-mapping> 
    <servlet-name>action</servlet-name> 
    <url-pattern>*.do</url-pattern> 
  </servlet-mapping> 
  <!-- The Usual Welcome File List --> 
  <welcome-file-list> 
    <welcome-file>index.jsp</welcome-file> 
    <welcome-file>index.html</welcome-file> 
    <welcome-file>upload.jsp</welcome-file> 
  </welcome-file-list> 
  <!-- Struts Tag Library Descriptors --> 
  <taglib> 
    <taglib-uri>/tags/struts-bean</taglib-uri> 
    <taglib-location>/WEB-INF/struts-bean.tld</taglib-location> 
  </taglib> 
  <taglib> 
    <taglib-uri>/tags/struts-html</taglib-uri> 
    <taglib-location>/WEB-INF/struts-html.tld</taglib-location> 
  </taglib> 
  <taglib> 
    <taglib-uri>/tags/struts-logic</taglib-uri> 
    <taglib-location>/WEB-INF/struts-logic.tld</taglib-location> 
  </taglib> 
  <taglib> 
    <taglib-uri>/tags/struts-nested</taglib-uri> 
    <taglib-location>/WEB-INF/struts-nested.tld</taglib-location> 
  </taglib> 
  <!-- tiles not used here 
    <taglib> 
      <taglib-uri>/tags/struts-tiles</taglib-uri> 
      <taglib-location>/WEB-INF/struts-tiles.tld</taglib-location> 
    </taglib> 
    --> 
</web-app> 

 
Once we have our JSP/Servlet container (Tomcat 5.0 in our project) configured 

using the web.xml, our attention turns to the struts-config.xml file used for defining the 

Struts-specific aspects of our application. The struts-config.xml file in our data mining 

application defines areas that include: 
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Action mappings 

The ActionServlet needs some mechanism to determine how to route requests to 

Action classes. This is done using an ActionMapping class. The ActionMapping 

represents the information that the ActionServlet knows about the mapping of a particular 

request to an instance of particular Action class. The mapping is then passed to the 

execute() method of the Action class, enabling access to this information directly. In our 

data mining service, an example of how an action mapping is defined in the struts-

config.xml file is 

<struts-config> 
  . . .  
  <action-mappings> 
    <action path="/UserInterface" forward="/interface.jsp" /> 
    <action path="/success-forward" forward="/results-tag.jsp" /> 
    <action path="/qos-submit"  
            type="DataMining.DDMAction"  
            name="qosBean"  
            scope="session"  
            validate="true" 
            input="/UserInterface.do"> 
      <forward name="success" path="/success-forward.do" /> 
    </action> 
  . . . 
</struts-config> 

 
Form Bean definitions 

After the user HTTP request has arrived, and ActionServlet has selected 

corresponding ActionMapping (if not exist, an error will be throwed), the ActionForm 

class is used to populate the user requests into a Java Bean.  

package DataMining; 
 
import java.util.*; 
import org.apache.struts.action.Action; 
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionErrors; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionError; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping; 
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 public class QosBean extends ActionForm { 

 

 private String _learningMethod; 
 private String _algorithm; 
 private String _dataSource; 
 private double _minSupport = 0; 
 private int _numRules = 10; 
 private double _minConfidence = 0; 
 private double _delta = 0.05; 
 private int _runTime = 0; 
 
 public String getLearningMethod() { 
  return _learningMethod; 
 } 
 
 public void setLearningMethod(String learningMethod) { 
  _learningMethod = learningMethod; 
 } 
 
   . . .  
 
 public ActionErrors validate(ActionMapping mapping,  
                                 HttpServletRequest request) { 
 
           ActionErrors errors = new ActionErrors(); 
  
           if (_minSupport == 0) 
             errors.add("minSupport", new 

ActionError("error.minSupport.required")); 
              
           if (_minConfidence == 0) 
             errors.add("minConfidence", new 

ActionError("error.minConfidence.required")); 
              
             System.out.println("After validation"); 
              
           return errors; 
        } 
} 

 
From the above code, we can see that the ActionForm class is also responsible for 

validating the user data. For example, if a user does not provide the information of the 

minimum support of an association rule algorithm, the system should stop the service, 

throw an error and display it in user interface. The error information is stored in a file 

named application.propery, which is specified in struts-config.xml. The following figure 

illustrates the user interface page after this validation fails. 
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Figure 4.6 Validation Output GUI 

Form Bean definitions are used to describe configuration of the ActionForms used 

in Struts. The name is what is used by the action mappings. The type is the fully qualified 

classname of our ActionForm class.  

<struts-config> 
  . . .  
  <form-beans> 
    <form-bean name="qosBean" type="DataMining.QosBean" /> 
   </form-beans> 
  . . . 
</struts-config> 

 
As we mentioned in the ActionMapping configuration, after the ActionMapping 

and corresponding ActionForm are created based on the struts-config.xml file, the 

controller (ActionServlet) selects an appropriate Action for each request, create an 

instance of the Action, and then call the execute() method of the Action. Following code 

shows the implementation of Action class and its execute() method in our application. 
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package DataMining; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import org.apache.struts.action.Action; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionErrors; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionError; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForward; 
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping; 
 
import DataMining.QosBean; 
import DataMining.ResultBean; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.net.URL; 
 
import 
org.globus.datamining.stubs.DataMiningService.service.DataMiningServ
iceGridLocator; 
import 
org.globus.datamining.stubs.DataMiningService.DataMiningPortType; 
 
public class DDMAction extends Action { 
    public ActionForward execute(ActionMapping mapping, 
                                 ActionForm form, 
                                 HttpServletRequest request, 
                                 HttpServletResponse response) 
        throws Exception { 
        QosBean qosForm = (QosBean) form; 
        ResultBean result = new ResultBean(); 
         
 try { 
            int i; 
            URL GSH = new java.net.URL(qosForm.getASP()); 
            double minSupport = qosForm.getMinSupport(); 
            double minConfidence = qosForm.getMinConfidence(); 
            int runTime = qosForm.getRunTime(); 
            int numRules = qosForm.getNumRules(); 
            double delta = qosForm.getDelta(); 
            String fileName; 
 
            fileName = qosForm.getFileName(); 
               
     DataMiningServiceGridLocator dataminingServiceLocator = new 
DataMiningServiceGridLocator(); 
   DataMiningPortType mining = 
dataminingServiceLocator.getDataMiningServicePort(GSH); 
 
          mining.setLowerBoundMinSupport(minSupport); 
            mining.setMinConfidence(minConfidence); 
            mining.setRunTime(runTime); 
            mining.setNumRules(numRules); 
            mining.setDelta(delta); 
            mining.buildAssociations(fileName); 
          String[] largeItems; 
            largeItems = mining.getLargeItems(); 
            String[] rules; 
            rules = mining.getRules(); 
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           result.setLargeItems(largeItems); 
            result.setMinSupport(qosForm.getMinSupport()); 
          result.setMinConfidence(qosForm.getMinConfidence()); 
          result.setRunTime(qosForm.getRunTime()); 
          result.setRules(rules); 
            result.setAlgorithm(qosForm.getAlgorithm()); 
            result.setASP(qosForm.getASP()); 

result.setLearningMethod(qosForm.getLearningMethod()); 
 

          HttpSession session = request.getSession(); 
            session.setAttribute("result",result); 
            return (mapping.findForward("success")); 
        } catch(Exception e) { 
          System.out.println("ERROR:"); 
          e.printStackTrace(); 
            return (mapping.findForward("Input")); 
 } 
} 

} 

 
Global forwards 

An ActionForward represents a destination that the ActionServlet might be 

directed to perform a RequestDispatcher.forward() or HttpServletResponse.sendRedirect() 

operation. Both of these mechanisms are used to transfer control to another JSP or Servlet. 

Instances of this class is created dynamically by the Action class, and specified in the 

struts-config.xml file within an action mapping. The name property defines a logical 

name by which this instance may be looked up in relation to a particular ActionMapping. 

The following codes illustrate the instances created in both the class and xml files. 

  
 public class DDMAction extends Action { 
    public ActionForward execute(ActionMapping mapping, 
                                 ActionForm form, 
                                 HttpServletRequest request, 
                                 HttpServletResponse response) 
        throws Exception { 
 

. . .  
 
return (mapping.findForward("Success")); 
} 

} 
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<struts-config> 
. . .  
    <action path="/qos-submit"  
            type="DataMining.DDMAction"  
            name="qosBean"  
            scope="session"  
            validate="true" 
            input="/UserInterface.do"> 
      <forward name="success" path="/success-forward.do" /> 

</action> 
. . . 
</struts-config> 

 
It is also possible to use the global-forwards section in the struts-config.xml file. 

Global forwards are used to create logical name mappings for commonly used JSPs so 

that you don not have to define forward for each action mapping. The followings are the 

Global forwards in our Struts-config.xml file: 

<struts-config> 
. . .  
<global-forwards> 

<forward name="absolute" 
path="http://localhost:8888/DataMining" /> 

<forward name="context-relative" path="/welcome.do" 
contextRelative="true" /> 

<forward name="input-page" path="/UserInterface.do" 
module="/DataMining" /> 

<forward name="logic-forward" path="/logic-forward.do" /> 
  </global-forwards> 

. . . 
</struts-config> 

 
The execute() method is also responsible for forwarding the user requests to the 

business logic part. In our project, this is implemented by invoking a remote data mining 

Web service application. The code to do that is illustrated as following: 

public ActionForward execute(ActionMapping mapping, 
                                 ActionForm form, 
                                 HttpServletRequest request, 
                                 HttpServletResponse response) 
        throws Exception { 
        . . . 
            URL GSH = new java.net.URL(qosForm.getASP()); 
        . . . 
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     DataMiningServiceGridLocator dataminingServiceLocator 
= new DataMiningServiceGridLocator(); 

   DataMiningPortType mining = 
dataminingServiceLocator.getDataMiningServicePort(GSH); 

 
     mining.setLowerBoundMinSupport(minSupport); 
            mining.setMinConfidence(minConfidence); 
            mining.setRunTime(runTime); 
            mining.setNumRules(numRules); 
            mining.setDelta(delta); 
            mining.buildAssociations(fileName); 
      
            String[] largeItems; 
            largeItems = mining.getLargeItems(); 
             
            String[] rules; 
            rules = mining.getRules(); 
           
        . . . 
 } 
} 

 

4.4 Implementation of Business Logic 

For experimental purpose, Weka data mining software [25] is adopted and 

modified to provide an association rule method using Apriori algorithm to address market 

basket problems. More methods and algorithms are easily to be extended by deploying 

extra Web services in the service providers. The steps to deploy those services are almost 

the same as what we introduced in the section 4.1.  

Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. The 

algorithms can either be applied directly to a dataset or called from our own Java code. 

Weka contains tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, 

association rules, and visualization. The implementation of the Apriori algorithm is in 

Java language and Java Bean programming style.  
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However, Weka is designed for sequential data mining applications only. The 

architecture of our data mining service system has the potential to provide distributed 

applications. In this case, the parallel extension for Weka is meaningful. In our project, 

the extension is only applied on Apriori algorithm which is based on [26]. The parallel 

and distributed algorithms for clustering, classification and regression methods are quite 

prolific in this research field [27], so it is rather easy to apply the extensions to more 

sequential algorithms in future work. 

The modification for Apriori algorithm is quite straightforward. At first, large 

items and rules are calculated within local datasets. Then the local results (large items 

and rules) are collected in a center node for global validation. The global validation is 

performed on a whole datasets and those who pass the validation are global or final 

results. The key methods in this Apriori algorithm implementation are ItemSet.java to 

calculate the large items and Apriori.java to calculate the rules. Detail codes please refer 

to http://cs.ttu.edu/~chen/thesis/SourceCode.zip. 

Parameters for this data mining application include minimum support, minimum 

confidence, time constraints, and delta. They are passed from the Web tire and set into 

the Java Bean by using the “set” methods.  After execution, the result rules and large 

items will be saved into String arrays and sent back to the Java Bean as the Model of 

Struts framework. The JSP code as the View then read the states in Model and display it 

in user interface.  
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4.5 Testing 

 To test a data mining service, we start a service request in our experiment by 

opening a browser in a client desktop and type URL of the service agent (VCM), then we 

login and complete a information collection form as we introduced in section 4.3 and 

Figure 4.3, 4.4. In our test, we try to get the association rules from a Weather database to 

relate the weather condition to the decision if we should play a game or not. In our 

experiment, we provide minimum support degree equals to 10%, minimum confidence 

equals to 10%, and rule number equals to 7. The following figure illustrates the final 

rules we mined from the remote database that satisfies our requirement. 

 

Figure 4.6 Mining Results using Apriori Alogrithm 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 The motivation of establishment of Internet-based data mining e-services has been 

first presented. Due to the increased demands for business intelligence in organizations, 

viable application service provider model to rent software, and the immovable datasets 

existing in geographically distributed way, the e-service framework is deemed to enable a 

global model for discovery, interaction and delivery of data mining services between 

clients and service providers via the Internet. Web services are natural solutions for e-

service applications in a heterogeneous environment running on a variety of languages, 

applications, operations and hardware platforms. Because of the data-intensive and 

computation-intensive nature of data mining application, distributed computing 

technologies like Grid must be adopted to improve the performance. Open Grid Service 

Architecture (OGSA), which supports both Web and Grid services, and its 

implementation (Globus Tool kit 3) become a good choice for providing standard and 

powerful interoperation mechanism between a service agent (VCM) and a service 

provider. Eventually, J2EE, the de facto technology in enterprise application, provides a 

scalable, secure and component based development environment for deploying data 

mining as a Web application in the World Wide Web. The MVC pattern and Struts 

framework in J2EE container (Tomcat 5.0) are selected to satisfy the e-service 

requirements in this application. The final objective Internet based data mining e-service 

architecture then is: e-service model (client, Virtual Community Manager, Application 
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Service Provider) + J2EE based Struts Framework (Java Server Pages, Servlet, HTML, 

MySql) + Open Grid Service Architecture based Globus Tool Kit 3 (Web Services + Grid 

Services).  

A practical system following the Internet based data mining e-service architecture 

then has been built. The system handles all the work such as login, submitting user 

mining requests, retrieving user requests, discovering the service providers, invoking 

remote Web services, and logout after service being done. It is designed to be scalable, 

reusable, and user friendly. Tomcat Web container and GT3 server are installed and data 

mining services are deployed on top of them. The code implementation is based on Java 

programming language and J2EE APIs. Servlet APIs and JSP tags are used to create 

View and model parts of Struts framework. The design patterns were applied to the 

process of design and implementation, providing proved solutions to the problems 

presented in this research.  

There is future work of our project for us to do: 

��Data mining algorithms are not complete. In my current work only an Apriori 

algorithm is implemented for experimental purpose. A lot of data mining 

methods and algorithms, including those data pre-processing and data 

representation algorithms need to be added into the system. 

��Grid computing abilities of the Globus environment have to be applied in our 

system. In my current work, the service providers only perform the mining 

executions using their own computing and memory resources. However, the 

Grid computing abilities of Globus allow them to distribute the tasks to those 
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computing nodes that have data mining software deployed. To implement this, 

security, scheduling methods, and distributed data mining algorithms are all 

issues we have to study in the future. 

��Theoretically scalable as it is, the system has not been tested under heavy 

load, which needs an environment with hundreds of client to send requests 

simultaneously, the service agent handle these requests and select service 

providers dynamically in an optimized way. Future stress tests are needed to 

be performed on this architecture. 
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